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ESSAY  AS YES,

begged off bad beginnings, false starts of a star-sat self, her benched head 
cartoon bird spun, stunned out a long season. I came to claim I wouldn’t 
burden you with the trailed-off scrap heap of all the times I tried to 
explain (plain) already, but even without evidence of wadded paper, 
snowdrift of not that, it is those attempts that act as apologia, sense in 
absence, itinerant iterations’ cairns at the crossroads, hobo code in chalk 
or coal, worlds not long for these words. In other words: in other words, 
diary’s everyday no entry, inverse relationship between clarity and effi-
cacy. I needed forms that could flail, fail, lists listing back toward their 
not-so-fresh catalysts, sepsis of afterbirth still lodged in the body, that 
which once nurtured lingering malignant.

The I, just talk: just like that. Same went for the you(s): free on what 
messy out. I didn’t want to spill it—it meaning guts, etcetera, but most-
ly guts—because they weren’t all mine to spill, those two tin cans strung 
from the ends of viscera, the what-we-listen-to and where-we-feel-it, 
so to speak. In my belly, twisted sum [sic] sine in test. It’s an old story, 
sure, and came in waves. I left my name at the front desk. I waved.  
I left. Abbreviation: sin. The take lodged in to speak that leaves us 
P.S., postscript as remaindered O, sighed apostrophe to what we turn 
away (from).

Even some years later, when the nurse explained the blood test, I felt the 
familiar flush as something else made sense. Material released: informa-
tion that circulates in the bloodstream. To point to the center and say 
there wasn’t quite right after all. There were bits of the story flowing 
through me. In fact, the old imperative, echo of act in the sense of 
what’s done. Is done. What is, in a manner of speaking, riveted to the 
text? In his anagram notebooks, Saussure said God(s) and named names. 
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Of this, the scholar writes, “Language’s tokens make sense because they 
cor-respond.” Raise your hand if you’re who here can’t hear the heart.

Under wraps, rapture, sous rature’s insistent autocorrect. The trace crea-
teth (archaic ache) Zürn’s “old, dangerous fever,” Mackey’s “exegetic 
sweat”: open (source, sesame, letter, book). Pen, stain one mouth [and] 
the mountain opens. Bromine cant: recombinant. The lab in labial, the 
utter in, well, utter. Late tale: I hold the same old doll as me. Not a 
simulacrum left that the bad birds haven’t pecked up, antipathetic, now 
violet night, violent insight. Cite anti-path as no road home, lips lit [to] 
spill it.

It turns out, it doesn’t matter what we want to want because the spell 
still (ill saint) outs us, solves for scar in viscera where viscera is crave, 
cavity-crammed. Still an I, I was trying to write a beginning and an 
ending at once, using the only words my tongue could touch. Muddle 
and middle. The writing on the wall was a tunnel under cell-scratched 
time. Say law [of ] always: simultaneous is nauseous limits. They weren’t 
all mine to spill, and even their spooled length unfurled and mea-
sured didn’t feel like all at all. Totality of utterance reduced to trance, to 
tatter.

Note burden’s sense, too, as refrain, as what we carry singing down the 
road. Love me little, love me long’s the bindle shouldered by that us that 
must end anonymous, bound to the stone of a song. With, across, after: 
referred myself to a different doctor, wielded the old ax in ask, meta-
thetic. Closed eyes and metalept: hung for a moment in the air from 
where the bridge I burned once was. The best I could do was an embar-
rassment, crying for do-over, blushes reread, reacts in redactions. Or is 
it that the space was always there, and necessary, not absence but aper-
ture, artery’s foramen, foreman speaking for the jury?

Waved, left: laved weft, crosswise threads of a cloth washed and wrung, 
hung to dry on an over-under. An old story, spun whole cloth: blue 
banner shook upstage to make the sea’s surge billow back the act. The 
sine was swell and sag. The sine was pregnant, pause, pregnant, pause. 
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Called hum [sic], hone [sic], a song sharpened in the singing, then 
ground to gone. Sic transit authority (see [sic] changes in signage): 
mind the [God of the] gap[s]. I always forgot the second I in liaison, 
and the screen scratched its red line ragged below our best in trysts [sic] 
(something in us) as I tried to make a dance of distance, move on. 
Something thumb sings of tapping into: the smallest screen’s green 
flame, time-stamped out but still smoldering, or, hinge-stung, the rise 
in bruise as blood’s chorus roars out its resistance. It’s not exactly the 
same seam, but remove or rearrange and the trace remains, asks after, 
echoes back into and of its origins—
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